GAME ON!
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These days, you can’t help but hear and read the so-called “news,” that Silver is in the tank, market
sentiment is down, the manipulation will continue forever, hard assets are becoming a thing of the
past, younger generations only understand “New Money” in the form of electronic currency and
payment, yada yada. When you think about it, who in their right mind would ever consider buying
the shiny stuff?! After all, it’s heavy, it’s inconvenient to store, it tarnishes, it stains your hands and
clothes and everything you touch, AND it has been going down in value! And chances are, you
couldn’t even give it away on a street corner if you tried, let alone try to use it as payment. Just ask
Mark Dice! Anyone who agrees with us here, please contact us directly through the website and we
will consider buying EVERYTHING you have! Because the rest of us know that the time to buy is
when there is blood in the streets, when the herd has lost faith and says SELL, or they are simply
asleep at the wheel or brainwashed by the crooked banks, clearing houses and media. So, for those
of you who think bullion is toast, read no further as this article will not be of interest to you. But for
those of you in the know, the GAME is ON!
Yes, we all know that Engelhard is silver bullion, and while the contrived spot price for generic silver
bullion has blatantly been hoodwinked to rock bottom by an elite cabal of banking and political
pirates, Engelhard bullion values are not surprisingly holding steady. In fact, in most cases they are
increasing in value despite a suppressed spot price. This is one of the many joys and benefits of
owning collectible bullion in this current environment, as it provides the security of precious metals
investment AND the upside of numismatic value. Below are a few Engelhard bar and ingot sales
from just the past few months that we feel are notable, and which further confirm that collector
interest is strong and growing, and that values have clearly taken on a numismatic flavor right before
our very eyes.

RECENT NOTABLE SALES
01/01/2016

Tier 1 10oz Top Logo s/n 00627 sold privately for $2000, a solid $200/oz, and 13.7X spot
price at the time!

01/13/2016

Tier 1 3oz Top Logo s/n 00161 non plus sold for $1650, a stunning $550/oz, and a whopping
37.2X spot price at the time!

01/06/2016

Tier 1 4oz s/n 05390 sold for $1,026, an impressive $256.50/oz, and 17.6X spot price at the
time!

03/01/2016

Tier 1 5oz Top Logo s/n 01651 came on eBay at $650 BIN and was GONE in minutes.
$113/oz for a Tier 1! That was a paltry 7.75X spot price at the time. We firmly believe that
open auction would have taken this spectacular museum quality ingot in excess of $1000.

03/01/2016

Tier 2 10oz 3rd Series 5 digit s/n 15342 came on eBay at a VERY reasonable $375 BIN and it
was GONE in a flash. 2.5x spot for a Tier 2. We believe open auction would have taken this
ingot to near $500.

03/07/2016

Tier 2 10oz Extruded T.OZ s/n P000505 listed on open auction and sold for $762, a
noteworthy $76.20/oz, and 5X spot price!

03/08/2016

Tier 1 5oz 5th Series large mid hallmark s/n 52288 with FPM counter-stamp sold on eBay at
$689, a very respectable $138/oz, and 8.9X spot price!

The final sale numbers above are not much different from sales prices back in 2011, when spot price
was at its peak. This tells us 3 things – (1) rare Engelhard bars and ingots maintain their value
independent of spot price, (2) upside potential is now approaching astronomical considering today’s
depressed spot price is 1/3rd of where it was in April 2011, and (3) the rapidly growing collector
market for rare bullion is driving today’s prices despite the reported decline in silver sentiment.
So, where does it go from here? As we’ve said before, the worldwide Engelhard collector base is
growing by the day, public knowledge of Engelhard’s collectability and intrigue are ever present, and
we see a very bright and shiny outlook for collectible bullion going forward. Engelhard bullion gives
you the pleasure of two great plays in one silver bar, not unlike a Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup. And
sorry, Willy Wonka, but Engelhards are even better than your Golden Ticket, and everything about
them promises a sweet silver lining!
Confectionately,

AE
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